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Football ufo led

eBay item number:383368389384 The seller is responsible for this entry. Finally on November 08, 2020 at 18:10:53 PST View all revisions Status: New: A brand new, unused, unopened, undast product in its original packaging (where the packaging applies). The packaging must be the same as those found in the retail store unless the
item is handmade or packaged by the manufacturer in retail unpacked packaging such as an unpressed box or plastic bag. See the vendor's list for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab ... More information about status Bulb Shape Code: E27 Type: LED Football Bulb Beam Angle(°): 90° Color: Waterproof
level: IP44 MPN: LED lamp beads: 120 Light Color: Cool white (6500K) Power: 40W Output Voltage: 85-265V UPC: Brand: Value Added Tax Number: Stylish, Attractive &amp; Decorative Eco-friendly Energy Efficient high brightness LED lamp suitable for your internal needs such as football-shaped lobbying , dining room, hallway,
balcony, kitchen workshop, warehouse, garage, showroom etc. Panels can be folded and adjusted to adjust the light distribution. 40 watts, B22 Normal holder mount, Cold White Light 6800K-7200K, 85-265 VAC Voltage range. Long LED life of up to 17000 hours. It can be a good gift choice for your friends and relatives. That's great
news!!! You're in the right place for a football UFO lamp. Now that you already know what you're looking for, you can be sure to find it on AliExpress. There are literally thousands of great products in all product categories. Whether you're looking for high-end labels or cheap, affordable bulk purchases, we guarantee it's on AliExpress. No
matter how much you choose to spend, you'll find official stores for brand names along with small independent discount vendors that offer fast shipping and reliable as well as convenient and secure payment methods. AliExpress will never be beaten on choice, quality and price. Every day you will have the opportunity to save more by
collecting new, online-only offers, store discounts and coupons. But you may have to move as fast as this top football UFO lamp is never set to become one of the most sought-after bestsellers. Imagine being friends when you say you bought your football UFO lamp on AliExpress. With cheap shipping rates and local collection options
online at the lowest prices, you can make a bigger saving. If you're still two minds about the football UFO lamp and think about choosing a similar product, AliExpress is a great place to compare prices and sellers. We'll help you figure out if it's worth paying extra for a high-end version or if you're getting a good deal by buying the cheaper
product. And, if you just want to treat yourself and splash out on the most expensive version, AliExpress will always make sure you can get the best price for your money, even if you'll be better off waiting for a promotion to begin save money you can expect to make. AliExpress is proud to make sure you always make an informed choice
when you buy from hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. Each store and vendor is rated by real customers for customer service, price and quality. You can also compare the same product prices, shipping and discount offers by reading the store or individual vendor ratings as well as comments and reviews left by users. Each
purchase is star- scored and often has comments left by previous customers describing the trading experience so you can always buy it safely. In short, you don't have to take our word for it – just listen to millions of happy customers. If you're new to AliExpress, we'll tell you a secret. Take a minute to check the coupons just before clicking
'buy now' during the transaction process and save even more. You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons, or collect coupons every day by playing games in the AliExpress app. And, as many of our vendors offer free shipping – I think we'll agree that we're getting this football UFO lamp scrape online at the best prices. We've always
reached the latest technology, the latest trends and the most talked about labels. AliExpress always comes standard with excellent quality, price and service. Start the best shopping experience you can have here. Item Features Product Description Features: 1. UFO football-like appearance gives you visual experience, hard current drive,
no throscopic light, harmless to human eyes and body. 2. Low power consumption and super brightness. Core Drive, Overload Protection, Short Circuit Protection, Voltage Protection 3. The lamp can be adjusted. Easy to install. 4. Compared to current lighting, the cost of maintenance is lower. 5. Super brightness and beam angle
adjustable: the football lamp can support 6000 lumens, so it is suitable for large indoor areas such as schools, hospitals, warehouses, factory production lines, etc. The lamp has a very wide beam angle. Adjustable 6. Quick and simple installation: fix the E27 lamp holder bulb without installing large lamps such as LED lamps, without tools;
directly to the E27 lamp holder. 7. Energy saving and visually friendly - 6000K sunlight, no dark space, double shadow or glare, providing the best indoor lighting experience. Consumption is only 40W. Compared to the traditional garage bulb, our LED lamp saves up to 60%. 8. Durable, long lasting: garage lamp uses heat- emating, safe
and high quality PC shell, stable and durable produced by LED bulbs. The service life is up to 50,000 hours and the cost of maintenance is greatly reduced. Features: Product color: White/Red/Blue/Green/Orange Light color: Cold white/Red/Blue/Green/Multicolor Power: 40W Voltage: 110-265V 50/60HZ Size: Expansion size: Closed size:
12*12*14.8cm/4.72*4.72*5.82 Weight: 258g 258g Number of Cold White beads: 5730 120LED Material: ABS + PP + PC Lamp Head Specifications: E27 Protection Level: IP44 Color processing index: 80-90 Beam angle: 360 degrees Applicable location: living room/bedroom/garage/hallway/hotel/restaurant/shopping centre, etc. Notes: 1.
Please allow 1-3cm measurement deviation due to manual measurement. 2. Due to the different monitor and light effect, the actual color of the item may be slightly different from the color shown in the pictures. Thanks! 1 X Deformable Football LED Light Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia &amp; Clove Embassy
Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC066107 Phone: 1800 208 9898 £19.99 £19.99 £20.99 contact us or contact us
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